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South-African artist in his mid-twenties, Robin
Rhode often comes up against a wall. Since 1998, in
his native city of Cape Town and in Johannesburg,
and more recently in Berlin, Germany where he currently lives, Rhode has been using the wall as a primary medium for his ephemeral drawings and witty performances. Standing as a support to his charcoal drawings, the wall
also functions as a backdrop against which to stage the tightly
framed saynètes that constitute most of his performances. In
contrast to the fleeting quality of both drawings and actions, the
wall represents the permanence of architecture and the resilience
of memory. In his drawings, Rhode re-enacts some of South
Africa colonial and segregationist episodes (Park Bench, 2000;
Getaway, 2000;) as well as points out to the challenges of a young
democratic state facing the pitfalls of global consumerism and
cultural assimilation (He Got Game, 2000; Street Gym, 2000).
Rhode’s practice has often been linked to graffiti, a “hip-pop”
influence he readily acknowledges. However, if both Rhode’s
drawings and graffiti experiment with the idea of territory
marking and expand on youth culture and street experiences,
they show somewhat fundamental differences that are worth
noticing. Most of Rhode’s drawings are fine lined monochrome
sketches that have a fine-arts quality to them and depict one single banal object in actual size—pop culture icons such as a bike,
a car, or a basketball playground—unlike the often heavily narrative and overtly political polychrome frescos that most graffiti
are. Moreover, if graffiti are made to last albeit for a short period of time, Rhode’s drawings clearly are not, not only because of
the temporary quality of the medium he uses but also because
Rhode more or less intentionally erases his drawings in his interaction with them. Like Gary Simmons, Rhode only partially
erases his drawings leaving once powerful symbols as accidental
traces. As a result, Rhode’s drawings appear as simple quotes,
annotations in a discourse that for being fully articulated doesn’t want to tell the whole story in lengthy details and relies upon
the viewer’s ability to fill in the gaps of representation. His performances in turn are impromptu and fugitive interventions
that subtly interrupt more than they confrontationally disrupt
the well-ordered canvas of the city.
In Park Bench (2000) Rhode, clad in dark clothes, drew a
bench on the wall of the House of Parliament, Cape Town. With
one of its leg lifted from the ground the bench, very much realistically drawn, was miraculously standing on its own very much
like a mime performance prop as Rhode repeatedly attempted to
sit down on it. If Rhode much expectedly failed to do so, he
managed to call to mind the not so distant history of legislated
segregation under apartheid where public benches would have
been demarcated according to color lines. The dis-functionality
of the bench and the failed demeanors of Rhode further suggest
the un-viability and inherent flaws of such political system.
Ironically, Rhode was subsequently marched to police head-
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Park Bench, 2000, Live performance, The House of Parliament, Cape Town, Courtesy the artist

quarters after a security guard had informed him that he was
degrading government property. Re-setting the clock further
back in time Rhode enacted an escape from the Slave Lodge,
Cape Town, in Getaway (2000). Former slave quarters for the
Dutch East India Company in the 17th and 18th centuries, the
Slave Lodge is now home of one of the town’s museum. Without
much ambiguity as to what his action meant, Rhode ran, only
stopping to strike appropriate runaway poses, torso bent forward, arms and legs rhythmically fighting again air and ground,
falling at times, as he kept drawing the lines standing for the
speed of his evasion. Borrowing from a cartoonish vocabulary,
the strokes accompanied his every movements, as did the clouds
of dust his every steps. Carefully avoiding the confinement of
the museum as he escapes the Slave Lodge as much as the museum itself, Rhode moved from a recollection of collective memory to a collection of contemporary mass-consumption accounts
with other performances drawing from sports, entertainment,
and leisure. In so doing Rhode seems to be building the necessary bridge between architecture as a site of memory and as a
framework to a public space only recently re-appropriated by
formally segregated populations.
In He Got Game and Street Gym held in 2000 on the grounds
of Cape Town Observatory, drawings were executed on tarmac—the alternative support to Rhode’s drawings—and Rhode
clad in the adequate gear and sporting the unavoidable brands
linked to each sport (Nike for basketball) mimicked their stereotypical postures and hip attitudes. In both performances, Rhode
gesticulated around each sport’s most recognizable feature, the
bars for gymnastics and the basket pole for basketball always
adding lines and stripes to simulate movement and speed. In
these instances, not only was he once again blurring the boundaries of 2 and 3D in what has become his signature ploy; he also
confused horizontality and verticality as he performed lying on

tarmac further blurring traditional codes of representation.
Acknowledging his generation’s fascination with sports, Rhode
also undermines their glamorous attraction by concentrating on
their most stereotypical—consumable—aspects around issues of
branding and media recuperation. In these works, Rhode clearly verges toward a critique of representation. However he does
not only focus on the social and political implications of the
(coloured) 1 body in public space but he also articulates a critique of the object in the realm of art and consumer culture.
Rhode taps into the history of the critique of the object with
clear references to Duchamp and Magritte. In a typical postmodern play of cross-references or mise en abîmes, Rhode also
refers to artists who have played off of Duchamp’s legacy. Two
works around “the object pipe” are exemplary of those tactics. In
Pyp, an installation of broken glass bottlenecks displayed side by
side on a narrow shelf (1997-1998), Rhode is closer to Kendell
Geers’ Title Withheld (Bottleneck), a simple broken bottleneck
placed on a pedestal than to say Duchamp’s Bottlerack from
1914. Where Duchamp was experimenting on the status of the
artwork and the importance of choice and intentionality, Rhode
adds social concerns to his formal experimentation with the
object. Sculpture/Pipe/Weapon, a charcoal drawing on wall from
1998 represents the transformation a bottle can undergo thus
showing that bottlenecks are not mere ready-mades but actual
signifiers for the many different functions of a glass bottle in a
South African context. A bottle is a bottle (is a bottle is a bottle…); it can also be a ready made sculpture (little strokes all
around the bottle suggest the aura of the art object), its neck
chopped off it might become a pipe to smoke dope from (“This
is, indeed, not a pipe” Magritte would say) or eventually a
weapon (on both drawings the bottle is left intact but divided up
by a simple line at the level of the neck). The gradation in the
potential dangerousness of the object certainly reflects Rhode’s
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aesthetic transgression and awareness of his social milieu. By
drawing attention to the different functions of a seemingly banal
and harmless object Rhode points out to a diversity of experiences based upon social and racial belonging. Rhode shifted
Duchamp’s paradigm from a conceptual use of the object as an
empty signifier to be filled with artistic significance to the
acknowledgement of the value of the object not only as an artwork but more importantly as a vector of social, economical and
racial meaning.
In Leak (2000) Rhode clearly pays an irreverent homage to
Duchamp’s urinal (but also possibly, knowingly or not, to fellow
performance artist David Hammons. As we know, Fountain
(1917) was no longer a urinal, not only because Duchamp under
the playful pseudonym of R. Mutt had decided to display it in an
art exhibition, the infamous 1917 Society of the Independentssponsored show “granting it the status of artwork by the mere act
of choice” according to Breton’s definition of the ready-made in
his 1938 Dictionnaire du Surréalisme, but also because he had
rendered the object dis-functional by turning it upside down and
further blurring the reference to the original object by coining it
“the Buddha of the Bathroom”. Since then, a great many artists
have more or less successfully tapped into the history of the
ready-made as a means of embracing an épater le bourgeois attitude. Literally trying to revert Fountain to its original function
of urinal, Rhode peed in a urinal in the South African National
Gallery in Cape Town.2 Signed R. Moet (the Afrikaans translation of R. Mutt )3 Rhode’s urinal was drawn on the wall of the
gallery and rather than peeing in the urinal Rhode peed on the
wall. Questioning the privilege of the museum as the depository of art, Rhode adds critique of representation to institutional
critique. Indeed Leak does not only refer to the “leaks of meaning” in art institutions today. By interacting with the representation of an object as if it was the actual physical object, blurring

two- and three dimensions, Rhode ironically and subversively
traps the object into the realm of pure representation somehow
suggesting that the confusion between the Real and illusion is
not only unavoidable but inherent to every attempt of representation. Beyond the post-modern debate around the representation of the object, Rhode updates Plato’s critique of the artwork
as a simulacrum, an imitation ontologically condemnable for its
being misleading and deceptive to the mind and the senses.
Plato’s reservations towards the deceptive powers of art is fully
fleshed out in Pliny’s anecdote of Zeuxis’ grapes in which it is
said that one of the best painters from Antiquity managed to lure
birds into pecking at the grapes he had so realistically rendered
that they looked real. The birds of the century-old anecdote are
interestingly reminiscent of Rhode’s performative character with
the distinction that in this case the character is fooling himself
with his own trompe-l’oeil. Leak also shares a seditious spirit
with David Hammons’ 1981 Pissed Off performance in which
Hammons peed in/on Richard Serra TWU lower Manhattan
sculpture. As much as Hammons peeing on the minimalist master’s work, Rhode peeing on the landmark piece of the father of
conceptual art is as much an homage, however irreverent, as it is
a critique of the artworks’ canonization. Ultimately, with what
might have first appeared as a bold art-student joke, Rhode reframes Western history of representation from the origins of
image making to iconoclasm.
While Rhode’s post-modern critique of the object seems to
titillate the original question of mimesis, his post-colonial problematic around the representation of the coloured body tackles
mimicry as one of the most playful yet highly subversive genre
within performance art. Rather than follow Homi Bhabha’s
prominent definition of mimicry as a means of subjugation4,
Rhode seems to comply with the feminist definition of mimicry
as a means of subversion, “the deliberate and playful assumption
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Getaway, 2000, Live performance, Cape
Town Observatory, Courtesy the artist

of a role” in the words of Diana Fuss.5
Not surprisingly, Robin Rhode uses tactics and strategies that echo the work of
feminist predecessors Valie Export and
Adrian Piper who have both made a critical use of mimicry. Both displayed their
body in public spaces and engaged in
mimetic activities, Valie Export in Body
Configurations with her architectural surroundings in 1970’s Vienna and Piper in
the disguise of a tough black guy, namely
the Mythic Being, also in the 1970’s in
Cambridge, Massachusetts. If Rhode,
unlike Export, doesn’t aim to physically
blend with architecture, and become a
column, a building corner or a sidewalk
curve, he similarly contorts and distorts
his body against walls to engage with the
objects or devices that he has previously
drawn on the wall. Of course, Rhode’s
resulting action poses owe more to hip
hop, break dance, sports and other street
subcultures than to Export’s alleged
attempts to “visibly externalize internal
states”6. And if Valie Export poses were
at times debasing—lying in a gutter—
always passive and dismissive of subjectivity, Rhode is very much actively
engaged in trying to ride a bicycle or
make a slam-dunk displaying a definitely
selfinkoozaful attitude7. It might seem a
bit of a stretch to compare Rhode’s per70 • Nka
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formative persona to Adrian Piper’s
Mythic Being. Where Piper transgendered and “passed”, changing sex and
adding onto markers of blackness (Afro
wig), Rhode simply adds to his daily
street wear carefully chosen attributes
usually associated with trouble-making
youth (a sock on his head, a black sweater
with hood on). Yet, both Rhode and
Piper consciously and conscientiously
rely upon fashion styles and coded references as identity markers.
In Upside Down Bike (Red, Yellow,
Blue) (2000) the reiteration of an earlier
performance with a bicycle, Rhode performs countless handstand and handjumps reminiscent of break-dance moves
in an attempt to get onto the seat and
pedals of a bicycle drawn upside down on
the wall of the South African National
Gallery, Cape Town. That Rhode has
chosen to wear primary colors—with a
red cap, a yellow sweater and blue jeans—
further demonstrates his interest elicited
above in issues of mimetic representation. Interestingly, the bicycle performances were born out of a high school initiation rite in which older students urged
younger ones to “ride” the drawing of a
bike. The anecdote locates Rhode’s practice in the realm of children play and call
to mind Benjamin’s 1933 reflection on
the revolutionary potential in children’s
mimetic capacity to “play at being not
only shopkeeper or teacher but also a
windmill and a train”.8 Toys inoculate
and anticipate the desire for consumer
goods and indeed, Rhode takes on the
persona of a character intoxicated by
consumer culture. Blinded by the desire
to possess the object drawn on the wall,
Rhode’s performative persona lures itself
to the point of almost deluding in the
field of drawing by blending the boundaries of 2 and 3D. Rhode has confessed
the desire to insert himself into the
“drawing field” 9 and in fact, his performances are very much linked to his

own desire to acquire the objects he
draws or to incarnate the characters he
performs. In Car Theft (2000) Rhode
drew a Volkswagen Citi Golf—allegedly
one of the easiest car to steal—on the wall
of the Market Theater Gallery (1999),
Johannesburg, and subsequently strove to
break into it with the help of such “professional” tools as a coat-hanger and half
a tennis ball. His efforts having failed,
Rhode ended the performance by throwing a rock through the “window” of the
car, causing its alarm to start—a simple
honk brought by Rhode on the site of the
performance and activated at that
moment. Just how much is Rhode’s own
desire and willingness to possess the car
by any means necessary that of his performative character is unclear. Certainly
Rhode uses mimicry as much as a critical
tool to highlight the irreconcilable difference between reality and illusion as a way
to overcome unreachable desires. In the
series of performances around sports
mentioned earlier—He Got Game and
Street Gym—we are more easily prone to
believe that Rhode is possibly playacting
his favorite basketball stars and playing
out fantasies of athletic success since it
doesn’t entail the same ethical concerns
as stealing a car does. In both cases however, Rhode problematically entrenches
the young black male in stereotypical
roles: that of the consumable-consumerist athlete, or that of the thug.
But for all his repeated efforts and
tricks Rhode fails in his mimetic endeavor just like Export does. Export is desperately if not pathetically trapped in her
un-fitting body and Rhode similarly constrained by his three-dimensionality.
Rhode might manage to filter his desires
through images but he also experiences
that reality is embedded in corporeality
and that the two will forever remain
estranged. Not surprisingly, it is in the
failure that lies the critical content of
Rhode’s work, as it does in Export’s. For
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He Got Game, 2001, Live performance, Cape Town. Courtesy the artist

both Export and Rhode’s failures reveal
the body’s inability to conform to the rule
and their initially absurd relationship
with architecture is given a new understanding when recalling that the
rule/ruler is the basis of classical architecture. In failing to blend with Vienna’s
imposing 18th century buildings, Export
reveals the repressive power of such
architecture, a metaphor for a conservationist Viennese society showing little
interest in its inhabitant’s internal state,
let alone its female ones, Freud notwithstanding. Conversely, by marking edifices
formally inhabited by slaves or prohibited
to black and coloured masses under the
1980’s discrimination rules, Rhode draws
attention to South Africa colonial and
apartheid history in an act of critical and
at times transgressive re-appropriation.
Institutional critique aside, it is no coincidence that the South African National
Gallery and the House of Parliament have
been Rhode’s repeated targets in Cape
Town. It is no coincidence either that
Rhode has chosen the Slave Lodge as the
site for the performance in which making
a wall and running away Rhode enacted
an escape.
It is quite exemplary to find work
such as Rhode’s that so clearly articulates
and powerfully deconstructs among the
most problematic debates of the history
of art: the pitfall of mimetic representation as much for the art object in terms of
mimesis as for subject in terms of mimicry. If Rhode was to blend in the field of
drawing he would indeed manage to possess the object of his desires but he would
also relinquish his status of subject and
become less than an object, a pure image.
The problematic of mimesis, that of an
image that refuses to match its model to
the benefits of Truth is fully played out as
Rhode uses mimicry as a powerful strategy to deride the illusions of the society of
the spectacle as much as to confuse preconceived ideas about what a young
coloured man might be about.

Ultimately, Rhode cast a playful yet subversive persona who would rather make a
wall than have his back against it.
Claire Tancons is a curatorial intern at the
Walker Art Center, Minneapolis

Notes
1 Thanks to Salah Hassan for pointing out the
importance of maintaining the British spelling of
the word “coloured” as it refers specifically to the
color-coding system of South Africa.
2 In 1998, a fairly obscure French artist Pierre
Pinoncelli managed to urinate in one of the
Schwartz replica of Fountain at the Carré d’Art, in
Nîmes, France.
3 In Leak, “Moet” has more than just one signification. An Afrikaans translation for Mutt, “moet” also
means “must” in Afrikaans thus allowing a reading
of “R. Moet” as “Robin must”. “Moet” is also the
name of the world-famous Moët et Chandon champagne, a drink which color might recall that of the
bodily liquid Rhode splashed the wall with…
Whether referring to the challenge of mocking such
a modernist icon as Duchamp’s Fountain (“Robin
must”) or deriding one of the art world favorite
drinks (Moët champagne) the multiplicity of reading for R. Moet further confirms Robin Rhodes
awareness of the system that he his tapping into.
4 Homi Bhabha, “Of Mimicry and Man: The
Ambivalence of Colonial Discourse”, The Location of
Culture (New York and London: Routledge,1995),
pp.85-92
5 Diana Fuss, “Interior Colonies: Frantz Fanon and
the Politics of Identification”, Identification Papers
(New York and London: Routledge, 1995), p.146
6 The subtitle to the Body Configurations of 19721982 is The Visible externalization of internal states
7 Selfinkoozaful is an adverb coined by Robin Rhode
from the Venda word Kooza meaning support. To be
selfinkoozaful is to “have a proper sense of one’s
dignity and one’s integrity” according to the artist’s
definition.
8 Walter Benjamin, “On the Mimetic Faculty”,
Reflections (New York: Schocken Books) 1978,
p.333.
9 See Kathryn Smith online article in ArtThrobe,
online magazine of contemporary Art in South
Africa.
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